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 
Abstract—The ability for automated technologies to 
correctly identify a human’s actions provides considerable 
scope for systems that make use of human-machine interaction. 
Thus, automatic 3D Human Action Recognition is an area that 
has seen significant research effort. In work described here, a 
human’s everyday 3D actions recorded in the NTU RGB+D 
dataset are identified using a novel structured-tree neural 
network. The nodes of the tree represent the skeleton joints, 
with the spine being represented by the root. The connection 
between a child node and its parent is known as the incoming 
edge while the reciprocal connection is known as the outgoing 
edge. The uses of tree structure lead to a system that intuitively 
maps to human movements. The classifier uses the change in 
displacement of joints and change in the angles between 
incoming and outgoing edges as features for classification of 
the actions performed. 
 
Index Terms—Structure-Tree Neural Network (STNN), 
Skeleton, Human Action Recognition (HAR). 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Human Action Recognition (HAR) is a dynamic and 
challenging task in which an individual’s physical actions 
are identified. Generally, the HAR process involves several 
steps starting from harvesting human motion information 
from raw sensor data, through to correctly identifying the 
actions performed. MIT researchers were one of the earliest 
to develop such a technique, using a bottom-up approach to 
extrapolate 3D models of point clouds enabling computer 
vision systems capable of automating the capture and 
processing of images [1] in applications such as 
surveillance. Nowadays, Point Cloud Systems are the most 
common HAR technique, on account of their ability to 
facilitate fast detection and identification of actions recorded 
using 3D video. A point cloud is a collection of 3D positions 
(x, y, z) that represents the surface of an object or plane. 
Point clouds can be used for calculations directly in or on 
the object, e.g. distances, diameters, curvatures or cubature. 
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While a specific cloud point represents a position on an 
object, it does not hold any detail regarding its internal 
features such as its colour or material.  
Some HAR frameworks[2] have used Kinect datasets and 
a deep Convolution Neural Network (CNN) architecture that 
makes use of the spatial arrangement of pixels to classify 
objects correctly. However, 3D structure posture can also be 
determined using point clouds in multi-camera scenarios by 
employing a skeletal model of human joints [3], where each 
frame from the video is compared with the stored standard 
dataset.  
To demonstrate the potency of the novel HAR system 
described here, the UTKinect-Action3D Dataset was used to 
identify the actions of walking, running, laying, sitting and 
waving etc. The system was trained using NTU-RGB+D 
120[3, 4], which consists of 56,880 video recordings of 3D 
skeleton-based actions. It includes sixty action classes of 
both single-person and multi-person activities recorded 
using RGB videos and 3D skeleton information. The videos 
of 40 human subjects aged between 10 and 35 were captured 
using a Microsoft Kinect V2 at 30 fps. Three cameras set at 
the same height but different horizontal angles (−45◦, 0◦, 
45◦) were used to record every action. Each camera recorded 
the human action from which the movement of the twenty-
five primary joints can be determined. The methodology 
was tested using two benchmarks, Cross-subject (CS) and 
Cross-view (CV), to validate the decision regarding the use 
of the three angles. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 
HAR systems play a role in a wide range of different 
applications such as Video Surveillance (used to record 
activity within an area covered by CCTV cameras), Video 
Retrieval (used to locate particular activities within a video 
recording), Healthcare Monitoring (enabling the constant 
observation of an individual’s physiological parameters), 
Robot Vision (allowing for the automated response to 
human actions). Though these applications highlight the 
potential for HAR, there are still significant issues to be 
addressed with regards to improving response times and 
increasing the range of actions that can be identified. 
A significant driver behind ongoing HAR development is 
to improve their accuracy, efficiency and response time. 
One such development has been the use of intelligent 
environments where a spherical coordinate system is used to 
calculate the difference between a silhouetted image 
sequences frame-by-frame [5]. The 2D silhouette sequences 
supports space and time dimensions only. In any case, the 
method actualises a cubic transformation from 2D input to 
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images of the silhouettes, techniques such as background 
subtraction and Gaussian spatial filter were applied to 
segment the data, and for differentiating actions over 
gestures, K-D trees were used. 
Analysing the movement of a human’s 3D joints can 
likewise help in identifying the actions being carried out [6]. 
A Temporal Pyramid covariance descriptor allows features 
such as relative joint distance to be extracted for 
representation as a Joint Spatial Graph (JSG). The JSG 
Kernel is then used to perform edge attribute similarity 
checking and vertex attribute similarity checking, a process 
which helps facilitate action identification. Three different 
datasets were used for training, testing and evaluation: 
MSR-3D-action dataset; UTKinect-3D-action dataset; and 
Florence-3D action dataset. 
Yang and Tian [7] proposed an effective method to 
recognise human actions using 3D skeleton joints recovered 
from 3D depth data of RGBD cameras. They used 
EigenJoints, as an action feature descriptor for action 
recognition, which combine joint action information, 
including static posture, motion property, and overall 
dynamics. They then used Accumulated Motion Energy 
(AME) to remove noisy frames and reduce computational 
cost, before employing non-parametric Naïve-Bayes-
Nearest-Neighbour (NBNN) to classify multiple actions. 
Their experimental results demonstrate that the approach 
was significantly better than comparable methods. 
An autonomous system developed by Munaro et al. [8], 
uses 3D motion flow for real-time recognition of online 
human actions. A Microsoft Kinect is used to determine the 
RGB values of the scene before a grid-based descriptor 
connects multiple point clouds to form a recognisable shape. 
A K-nearest neighbor (KNN) algorithm then classifies the 
storedactions. During testing, 90% of actions were 
accurately recognised. 
Yang et al. [9] developed an advanced depth sensor, 
suitable for identifying human actions, that makes use of the 
Microsoft Kinect. The approach makes use of body posture 
and motion information to determine the action recorded 
within a video clip. The sensor provides depth maps that are 
projected onto three orthogonal Cartesian planes facilitating 
identification of the global activities within the video clip. 
Following identification of activities, a histogram of 
oriented gradients is computed from the depth motion map, 
enabling the recorded actions to be identified. 
A method proposed by Wu et al. [9], uses a KNN 
classifier that makes use of human kinematic similarity in 
real-time. The method is based on action descriptors using 
angular velocity, angular acceleration, along with joint 
positions. The action descriptors first remove noisy frames 
containing segmented and irregular data by combining all 
the geometric parameters of the human skeleton to achieve 
higher accuracy. 
Lei Shi et al. [10], proposed a Directed Graph Neural 
Network (DGNN) which represents a skeleton as a directed 
acyclic graph. Their algorithm represents an improvement as 
it extracts information (attributes) between edges and 
vertices in the form of vectors working in different layers. 
The approach is iterative, where each layer receives updated 
attributes from the previous layer. The bottom layer is 
responsible for the manipulation of nearer/adjacent vertices, 
while the top layer is responsible for the manipulation of 
farther vertices. The DGNN extracts information about the 
bone’sand joint’s coordinates; and provides the spatial 
information to represent their vertexes and edges within a 
directed acyclic graph (DAG). The direction of the graph 
can be determined using the root vertex and its distance 
from the current vertex. Here, the neck joint is mapped to 
the root joint [10]. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Directed Acyclic Graph used in Directed Graph Neural Network 
[10]. 
 
III. PROPOSED METHOD 
A structured-tree neural network is an approach in which 
the joints of the skeleton are represented as nodes in a tree. 
The root node represents the spine of the skeleton. Each 
node contains static information about its parent node, its 
position in the tree, its incoming and outgoing edges, and 
the displacement of vertices and edges. This static 
information is used for obtaining the static spatial 
information (such as relative position and angle) and 
caulculating the dynamic temporal information (movements 
such as change in positions and angle) of each node. The 
movements of the skeleton are determined using the 
differences between consecutive static frames. A 
convolutional layer is applied to each frame to extract its 
features, which are aggregated using global pooling before 
using a softmax layer to facilitate classification. 
In 2014 [7], researchers developed a technique, using 
EigenJoints, for recognising single actions recorded as 3D 
videos. However, it was not reliable in identifying multiple 
actions within a scene. Research in 2017, making use of 
angular spatio-temporal descriptors, provided a quick 
response for a limited number of actions stored in both 
segmented and unsegmented datasets. Later, in 2019, the 
Directed Graph Neural Network was proposed, which 
offered excellent performance and accuracy, but consumed 
significant storage space. The timeline shows that with the 
advancement of technology, and discovery of new 
algorithms, the task of action recognition turned out to be 
progressively more accurate, achieving a precision of 90%. 
Yet, at the same time, it was inefficient in terms of storage. 
Of the recent approaches, the Directed Graph Neural 
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Network (DGNN) seems to hold the most potential for the 
classification of different actions. Even though its complex 
algorithms affect performance, it achieved more than 95% 
accuracy. During testing of DGNN three 3D image videos, 
from the NTU-RGB+D, for each of a set of individuals are 
presented as input to the system. Each video having been 
recorded using a separate view with Kinect V2 camera. 
Various pre-processing techniques split the video into 
multiple frames before detailed information about the 
subject depicted is extracted. To ensure a high degree of 
quality, part of the pre-processing involves noise removal 
and image sharpening. The noise removal was accomplished 
using the Median Filter, and image sharpening by the 
application of a Laplacian filter. The standard Point Cloud 
Library can then be used to create a skeletal model of the 
humans in the scene.  
Images can contain redundant artefacts which serve to 
hamper the recognition. Thus, to facilitate the removal of 
such objects, the skeletal model is copied to a new empty 
3D plane, providing a clear visualisation of movements. 
This enables skeletal features to be extracted using a Body 
Pose Evolution Map. Once this has been achieved, the Late 
Fusion and Cross Setup Protocol can be used to combine the 
features before classification. The features combined in this 
way are: the movement of nodes (frame-by-frame difference 
between node positions); and, the deformation of bones 
(frame-by-frame difference between angles and difference 
between incoming and outgoing edges). These movement 
and deformation features are passed through a Batch 
Normalisation and Rectified Linear Unit. The processed 
feature data are then fed through Global-average poolingand 




Fig. 2. Block Diagram of the system. 
 
A. Pre-processing 
Video clips of human actions from the 3D-NTU RGB+D 
dataset [4] are used for training. Frames within the clips 
typically contain a level of noise that must be removed to 
enhance the clarity of objects depicted and sharpen their 
edges. In terms of clarification, the median filter is effective 
at noise removal, and when applied to each frame replaces 
the grey level of each pixel with the median of the grey 
levels in its neighbourhood. With regards sharpening, a 
Laplacian filter is used to enhance the clarity of edges, 








                                            (1) 
 
B. Human Body detection 
PCL (Point Cloud Library) [11], an open-source and a 
cross-platform library, enables the location of humans 
within a scene to be determined.  
C. Skeleton Extraction 
Points provided by the PCL are used to extract skeletal 
joint position information from the frame, enabling it to be 
plotted and visualised. The whole image can be displayed 
using just 25 skeleton focus points, resulting in improved 
performance and reduced computational overhead. 
 
 
Fig. 3.  Extracted skeleton of walk action. 
 
D. Neuron Tree Model 
A structured tree is used to represent the 25 main joints of 
the skeletal structure. Of these 25 joints, four (4, 21, 2 and 
1) are the most significant when mapping from the skeletal 
to the tree structure. Fig. 4 shows the tree formed by 
applying the Global Long-sequence Attention Network and 
Sub Short–sequence Attention Network to the skeleton point 
[12]. These networks form the tree without losing 










































Fig. 4. Skeleton in NTU RGBD dataset (left) tree formed by the skeleton 
(right) 
 
E. Movements of Joints 
The position of each joint is determined for each frame in 
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the video clip. This enables the movement of each joint 
between frames to be calculated. The equation Mvt = Vt+1 – 
Vtis used to calculate the movement of joints between each 
frame. Where Vt+1 is the next position of the joint in the 
sequence after Vt.Knowing this movement is vitalfor 
identifying the performed action correctly. For example, 
when waving “hello” to someone, the three main joints 
moved are hand, elbow and shoulder (joints number 9, 10 
and 11 or joints number 5, 6 and 7 from Fig. 4). 
F. Edge deformation 
The change of angle between incoming and outgoing 
edges, in consecutive video frames, is referred to as an edge 
deformation, calculated using Met = Me+1 – Me. To help 
clarify, considera person waving “hello”, an action that 
involves the hand, elbow and shoulder. Suppose traversal is 
at elbow node, so the current node is elbow node. The x y 
coordinates of elbow nodes are represented as Xcurr andYcurr. 
Similarly, the x y coordinates of hand and shoulder nodes 
are represented as Xchild, Ychild and Xparent, Yparent respectively 
(see Fig. 5). The slopes of incoming edge (connecting with 
parent) and outgoing edge (connection with child) are 



















Fig. 5. Slope calculation for the angle. 
 
IV. STRUCTURE TREE NEURAL NETWORK 
The spatio-temporal information is extracted from the tree 
using a Structured-Tree Neural Network (STNN). The 
STNN consists of multiple nodes (or vertices) the number of 
which is proportional to the number of frames in the video 
clip. In work reported here, the STNN has four layers; input, 
output,and upper and lower hidden layers. The input layer 
consists of 25 nodes, where each represents a skeletal joint. 
Features extracted by the first hidden layer get forwarded to 
the second hidden layer, which is responsible for filtering 
nodes with redundant features. The remaining nodes are 
then used by the output layer, for determiningthe 
actionperformed, asdepicted in Fig. 6. 
 
Fig. 6. Depiction of layers in classifier (on wave action) 
 
Note that each node of the tree can manipulate its parent 
as well as its child node(s). The connection between parent 
and child provides information about the incoming and 
outgoing edges. As shown below, functions such as hc() and 
hp(),act upon child and parent nodes respectively. 
 
hc(ni) = ni+1. info − ni. info 
hp(ni) = ni . info − ni−1. info 
 
Info indicates the information above the features of the 
interest. However, it only provides information regarding 
adjacent nodes and not the whole tree. The adjacency matrix 
calculated is now mapped onto an attention map, where:  
 
AO = originalMatrix 
A = PAO 
For stable training,  
 
A = AO + P 
 
The input to the STNN consists of both spatial (such as 
the position of the node) and temporal (such as velocity) 
information. For extracting the temporal information, a 
temporal convolutional block containing a 1D convolution 
layer followed by a global-average pooling layer, which is 
further normalised through a ReLU layer, is used. Fig. 7 
depicts the flow of the process; the output is an image like 




Fig. 7. The flow of the Structured-Tree Neural Network 
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V. TEST AND RESULTS 
Initially, a skeletal model in the form of a tree was built 
using the PCL [11] to determine the location of each joint. 
Every node in the tree holds the relevant data and pointers to 
its offspring nodes. The data consists of the x, y, z location 
coordinates and the angle between the incoming and 
outgoing edges.  
To identify the human action being performed, the 
difference in data values between consecutive frames is used 
to calculate the new position and angle for all nodes. The 
updated nodes are then mapped to the attention map. To 
form the input signal to the feature extraction algorithms, 
a1D convolution layer, followed by Global Pooling layer, is 
applied to extract the calculated differences, aAReLU layer 
removes redundant features and, finally, a softmax layer 
classifies the action. 
The algorithm was executed on a Core i72nd generation, 
16GB RAM and Nvidia Quadro 2000M GPU using the 
same implementation frameworks as for the DGNN. 
Comparing the performance, the DGNN approach [10] was 
less accurate than the new one. (See Table I, for a fuller 
comparison of the methodologies.) 
 













90.2%  96.3%  O(Vertices)  
 
The features used to facilitate action recognition are the 
Magnitude and Orientation of the skeleton’s bones and their 
corresponding joints. Fig. 8, shows a confusion matrix of the 




Fig. 8. Confusion Matrix of TSNN on NTU RGB+D 60 dataset axis is 
showing the number of actions. 
 
VI. CONCLUSION 
The paper presents a novel methodology for HAR that 
uses a tree structure to represent the human skeleton. The 
approach is intuitive as the skeletal structure resembles that 
of a simple inverted tree. The human’s spine joint, the 
central joint of the body, is represented by the root node of 
the tree, which helps facilitate optimised performance in 
terms of storage requirement and response time. The results 
obtained show an improvement over the DGNN approach, 
which requires significant memory to store the features 
extracted and which is also slower to execute.  
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